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About This Game

Fine China is a VR 'you-break-it-you-buy-it' simulator for the HTC Vive.

Put on your oversized backpack and have make your way through an antique store. The faster you reach the register, the higher
your score, but be careful not to break too much!

Alternatively, let out your inner hooligan in Destruction mode where you do as much damage as possible in a set amount of
time.

The game is meant for roomscale and uses the WalkAbout locomotion system which allows you to rotate around your play area,
independent of your position in game, so you never run out of room.

In the game you wear the backpack by placing your controller behind you in your belt or back pocket, so either a belt or pants
are required to play the game.

I'd recommend to try the free demo, which represents the finished game, but with limited content.
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A simple physics demo with an ear-grating soundtrack, nothing more. Pretty to look at for a few minutes, nothing more to it..
Cant pick up weapons. cant use special abilities. whats wrong with this game?. This is the most beautiful game I ever played in
VR. The graphics had a warm and magical atmosphere. The best part of this game was that I could use magic to move things
around. And above all, I could change the entirer room with a single touch of magic. I have played it for half on hour and so far
I highly recommend it.. I was pleased to see Big Fish Games releasing more casual adventure games on Steam, though I'm a
little disappointed to see that there is no achievement added. However, there are ingame achievements. Anyway, Dark Parables
is a huge series in the casual world, first by Blue Tea Games before being developed by Eipix.

The series is a chronicle of investigations in the world of fairy tales: the fabled detective is sent to different kingdoms or fantasy
worlds in order to find what evil is wrecking havoc and how to appease it. This game concerns the tale of the Little Mermaid
and the Purple Tide (not really familiar with this one, as the only mermaid tales I know are the Disney movie, Lorelei and the
ancient Greek myth - as for the tale itself, I've vaguely heard of it in the Wolf Among Us).

There is a temple undersea that suddenly appeared and a monster is terrorizing everyone. However, arriving there, a mermaid
seems to want to help you while a cloaked figure (from a previous game if I've understood clearly as the detective was familiar
with the voice) is also waiting to enter the temple and to find a lost kingdom.

The story is full of twists and questions: the mermaid is helping you AND also trying to slow you down, the cloaked figure is a
suspect but his identity is quite shocking, the ghost you encounter is blaming himself but isn't opposed to your presence and the
mermaids, well, some of them are also tied to other investigations (which is not really a shock as the fabled detective is
acquainted with nearly everyone - however, as the game isn't the first in the series, it's making you wanting to play every Dark
Parables out there).

The gameplay is standard: find objects, use them, combine them, solve puzzles and clear hidden objects scenes. Everything is
quite easy, though you have sometimes an hard time to see some objects or to link them to an area of interest. Even these areas
can be hard to spot. On the other side, you have the hunt for Parables (to unlock the whole background on your case), for Moons
and even for cups of tea (a nod to Blue Tea Games I suppose). Achievements are also present ingame but they can be upgraded:
you have to find a cup of tea, then 3 then the whole pack. Even the fish mascot (Felix I think) from Big Fish Games is present.

I'm not going to tell you every bonus in this Collector's Edition but well, there is a bonus chapter on Bluebeard, wallpapers, etc...

I loved the graphics as the general ambiance of the game.

Anyway, this game is really a must-have, though I would prefer Artifex Mundi's work (developped by them like Enigmatis or
Nightmares from the Deep) but well, while I find the price tag a little high, Big Fish is now participating on sales, so, when you
see a discount, go for it.. Sonny Bono simulator 5000. Except its not necessarily a tree... it could be a raven, or rope placed in
the most inconvenient of places, but you thought it was barbed wire due to the vive screen door effect since we don't have the
Vive Pro's yet. It could be a rock that kills you or it could be insanity from Prince type funk on repeat.
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 You steer by moving your head in the most awkward motion

Is it worth the 6 bux... not really - its not a real game or title. More like a project. but only because of the funk music and only
because it made me think of Sonny Bono for the first time in at least 15 years. I kept expecting to see notification popups and
adds like a crumby android phone app.

. Gav eme a heart failure. plz no papa, not again :(. Could not play because of faulty serial number. Wish I had read the others
reviews before purchasing. Don't feel like going through all the hassle of bugging Capcom to fix the problem, it's a little
ridiculous that the customer would have to jump through hoops to use a product they purchased outright. I've never had this
issue with a Steam purchase before, very disappointing.. this is just a ripoff of fortnite(because fortnite is soooo good)
-500 haunted
-it too never got the hd treatment(that was a sequel dont you dare call it a remake)
-its a doom game
-10\/10 its doom DOOD. I pooped my virtual pants....its awesome feeling... Funz platform puzzle game , reminded me of Trine
a tad. I got stuck on one area for 40minutes and could not get past it because of that ledge needing to jump on and was done
with the game.I do not have the patience to repeat areas 20x + over.To bad I do not would of liked to see the end. If you like
action puzzle games this a good one, simple yet sweet.
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Nice little platform game. The girl's special ability is much more useful and some later level reminded me of Rick Dangerous
(in the 'I have to remember all those traps' way), but overall it's very entertaining to play. The achievements range from starting
the game for the first time to completing one of the harder level without dying or triggering any traps, which adds to the replay
value.

A little gem that is worth a few hours of your time.. It's not really so much of a game and you probably won't 'play' it for hours
every day... But it's a very relaxing experience, filled with beautiful music and hand-drawn graphics. There's a few puzzles in
there as well and you get to collect some wisdom scrolls and quotes. You could easily meditate with this playing in the
background.
Worth it's low price, if you just want to unwind and relax for a while every now and then. (Though you can also find plenty of
equality beautiful music to relax\/meditate to.). Travel through time, in real time, with your trusty stopwatch. Get this game
-DoItAll on Youtube. The Review:

I actually enjoy this offering from Cranktain. Honestly, I don't play for long periods of time becuase I think I could probably
complete this wthin an hour or two. It's fun with sometimes funny man made meows. I don't get hung up on the puzzles to
much, but I could see how this could become challenging. I can see how some people would not enjoy this game. Take it for
what it is, a great m ini game inbetween your full on games that you are playing. It's like a break from the norm for me.

Music is in the wonky, Disgaea type flow. It's light hearted.
Game play is what to be expected, basic controls and the tutorial if you need it; is easy to understand.
Visuals are very 70's meet the present trpe feel.

Enjoyable

. This game has lot of potential and some really professional devs that are cranking out bug fixes and content improvements at
an alarming rate. If they keep this up it won't be 'early access' for long. The game itself is an well done mash up of RPG,
Strategy Survival, Crafting, and a City Builder games. It works together very well and once it is all smoothed out and the gaps
filled in, it will be a great game in my opinion. Keep it up Devs. You have a real gem here!. Controls are whack.. Brief, artsy,
2D point and click with good artwork and a very good story, well worth getting on sale although the cover price is reasonable.

You are Lina, a teenager who's mom disappeared a year ago. You live with your father (Robert) and three younger siblings
(Violet, Gus, and Merle) who all are processing their grief. Most of the game is picking choices in dialog with the characters,
and some is looking for items in the game world ("pixel hunting"). There are no "puzzles" in the classic point-and-click sense,
but they aren't needed to advance the story. In that respect this game is very close to being a visual novel. Your dialog choices
seem to affect the flow of the narrative and the finale. I'm not sure how many endings there are, and this info would be helpful.

The artwork is like watercolors with good music and ok voice acting. The setting and dialog are believable. It took me about 3
hours to solve this, with maybe 30 min of looking for one entrance to a part of the map that I missed. There are achievements
and other story choices that I have been going back for. The background for the characters is quite extensive for a short game.
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